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Dance of the Incumbent
This is the 6th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Injured people in need
of aid call out to friends and family or even strangers
for help. Who can animals turn to who would not only
hear them but understand their cry for help? Such a
creature would truly be a rare find. Determined to
bury her aching heart in service of her animals at
Exotic Landscape, Tabitha is caught unaware when
she's yanked out of her cozy little retreat by the
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appeal of someone needing rescue. Responding to
that call gets her more trouble than she bargained
for. Understanding secrets isn't difficult for someone
with quite a few of his own, but Detective Ronin
Chandler learns that the mysteries of the universe
can take on a whole new level of meaning. With the
woman he loves in jeopardy, Ronin struggles to
comprehend what's happening, what Tabitha needs,
and how to even help her…before he loses her,
maybe forever. Danger escalates at every turn.
Determining who to trust – and who not to – becomes
as much of a challenge as figuring out who wants
them dead. The Psychic Vision Series 1. Tuesday’s
Child 2. Hide’n Go Seek 3. Maddy’s Floor 4. Garden of
Sorrow 5. Knock, Knock… 6. Rare Find 7. Eyes to the
Soul 8. Now You See Her… 9. Shattered 10. Into the
Abyss… 11. Seeds of Malice 12. Eye of the Falcon 13.
Itsy Bitsy Spider 14. Unmasked 15. Deep Beneath 16.
From the Ashes Mystery, Thriller, Romantic Suspense

Shattered
The Last Hunters- Book OneSince the beginning in
Bellaya, a special breed of male Hunters are destined
to protect and save the Magic females. But as the
Seekers, a form of magic hunting monsters grows
stronger; will it be the females who now have to
protect the males?Alayah lost both of her parents to
these Seekers, when she was just a baby. Lack of
family and the wiliness to survive, created one hell of
a female that could land on her feet. But life has a
funny way of changing things, as Alayah finds herself
in love with a male that hunts the very thing that took
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her parents as the Seekers now hunt for her.She must
prove to the macho males that females aren't willing
to hide behind Hunter's swords any longer, but are
meant to fight alongside them. But this could be
harder said than done, especially when you are meant
to be bonded to the male that is destined to be their
king.

The Diary of a Nobody
They say curiosity killed the cat; nosy reporter
Angelique learns that the danger applies to her as
well when she stumbles upon rich socialite Kyle
Abernathy's murderous cult. She's protected by
Matthew Knight, alcoholic ex-FBI agent – but will
Knight's past catch up to him before he can stop the
evil and powerful Abernathy?

Intelligence Review-Volume Two
Parenting isn't just about raising kids, but also
developing characters that goes with building their
social being. Mindless parenting can sabotage a
child's progressiveness. Raising kids need to be
envisioned from different aspects so as to make them
well-rounded individuals and not to hamper their
physical and mental growth. This eBook on Conscious
Parenting comes up with some astute suggestions
and advices for raising your kids sensibly. Read this
eBook carefully and learn from the suggestions given
so you can give your child a healthy and an
encouraging upbringing. Rear them, empower them
and make them confident individuals!
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Eyes to the Soul
His Vision of Her is a cult classic that tells the story of
obsessive love, shifting sexual identities, selfdeception, and ambition in the New York City art
world during the 1980s. Includes an author preface to
this new, second edition.

Eyes to the Soul
Molly's life is shattered first by a gunshot then a
needle of heroin from a man trying to avenge his
father. She doesn't know who his father is but others
die or are hurt as she and her CIA friend struggle to
find out the answer. Her actions from the past and
dangerous criminals in the present result in radical
changes for her life and the discovery of a new place
she comes to love.

The 11th Floor
If you were getting ready to leave behind everything
you've ever known, what would you do? Written by
young author H. K. Rhudd, this novella tells the story
of a teenage boy named Daniel. Everything that has
happened in his life has taken place in the same
town, the same house, and the same friends. But
everything changes when his paremts reveal that he
has to move to a new house in just 3 weeks.
Devastated, he shuts himself away, and relapses on
some of the negative behaviors that he's been
struggling with for years. And when the move finally
happens, he finds the whole situation to be more
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stressful than he thought. His two cousins live with
him, he's moved away from his best friend, Marcus,
and his neighbor happens to be his age, a bubbly girl
by the name of June. He tries to push her away, but
little does he know that June will have a huge impact
on his life.

Tuesday's Child
This is the 9th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. When something
happens that shatters a life beyond recognition, what
becomes of the soul? Trapped in a gilded cage for as
long as she can remember, Hannah has tried to
escape numerous times, in countless ways. She's
been told all along that there's something wrong with
her, something that her doctors can't diagnose. But
what is life without freedom? Hannah would rather die
than stay imprisoned forever. Another escape, once
more the door slams shut with her locked behind it.
Then Trevor offers her a way out, one that might
actually mean permanent liberation for her. But at
what cost? Trevor doesn't know the truth about her.
Despite her fear that he'll be like all the others and
turn away from her in horror, she longs to share her
secret with him. Trevor has worked hard to make up
for all the mistakes he's made in his life. Helping
Hannah feels like the right thing to do – more than
anything else he's ever done. But, to free her, the
risks he takes asks more of him than he thought
possible. After all, enemies aren't only outside in the
world. Some are inside us… we just don’t know it…
The Psychic Vision Series 1. Tuesday’s Child 2. Hide’n
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Go Seek 3. Maddy’s Floor 4. Garden of Sorrow 5.
Knock, Knock… 6. Rare Find 7. Eyes to the Soul 8.
Now You See Her… 9. Shattered 10. Into the Abyss…
11. Seeds of Malice 12. Eye of the Falcon 13. Itsy
Bitsy Spider 14. Unmasked 15. Deep Beneath 16.
From the Ashes Mystery, Thriller, Romantic Suspense

Fated Hunter
This is the 4th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. After spending a brutal
year trying to cope after the loss of her sister, Alexis
Gordon knows she needs to get on with her life. Only,
instead of the normal work day she'd anticipated as
the means to begin her journey back to the land of
the living, reality as she knows it disappearsKevin
Sutherland is a detective and a psychic. Recognizing
Alexis's gift and aware she has no idea what's
happening to her, he calls his friend and frequent
case consultant, Stefan Kronos, an artist with psychic
gifts. Stefan leads a community of psychics able to
help Alexis understand and develop her unique
skills.Alexis has unwittingly become involved in a case
unlike anything Kevin has ever seen before. The killer
seems to have a personal vendetta against Alexis
herself. He intends to eliminate her before she uses
her psychic gift to discover not only his identity but
the garden of sorrow he's buried his long-dead
victims.Only Alexis can stop this madman who fully
intends to surviveeven after death.The Psychic Vision
Series 1.Tuesday's Child 2.Hide'n Go Seek 3.Maddy's
Floor 4.Garden of Sorrow 5.Knock, Knock 6.Rare Find
7.Eyes to the Soul 8.Now You See Her 9.Shattered
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10.Into the Abyss 11.Seeds of Malice 12.Eye of the
Falcon 13.Itsy Bitsy Spider 14.Unmasked 15.Deep
Beneath 16.From the Ashes

The Archangel of Westminster
Medical intuitive and licensed MD Madeleine Wagner
thought she'd seen every way possible to heal a
diseased bodythen patients start dying from
mysterious causes in her long-term facility. The
terminally ill fight to get into her ward. Once there,
many miraculouslylive. So when her patients start
dropping and she senses an evil force causing their
deaths, she calls on her friend and mentor, Stefan, for
help. Together, they delve beyond the physical plane
into the metaphysical Only to find terror. She wants to
save everyone, but are some souls not meant to be
saved? Detective Drew McNeil has two family
members in need of Maddy's healing care, but his
visits to her facility leave him wondering - who cares
for Maddy? Bizarre events on her floor raise his
professional curiosity. And the more time he spends
with Maddy, the more personal everything becomes.
When the deaths on Maddy's Floor intersect with one
of his cold cases, he realizes an old killer has returned
- and Maddy's standing in his path. How can these
people stop something that no one else can see, feel
or even believe?

Now You See Her
Environmentalists worry about too much carbon
dioxide, but what's too little? What if global financiers
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manipulated the global warming crisis to gain control
over humanity's resources, freedoms, and population?
What if someone with the financial and technical
abilities decided mankind was a virus and used
carbon dioxide trapping technology to plunge
population levels by crashing life-essential CO2 to
new lows? These are questions Anna Picard must face
in The Carbon Trap, the first book in The Carbon
Series. At the height of the global warming crisis, the
United Nations attempts to control all carbon
emissions, and authorizes a series of programs it
deems necessary to save humanity. A progressive US
government enthusiastically endorses the UN Carbon
Trapping program, and to help pay for it, will impose
carbon taxes, draconian regulations, and it will
secretly sell Alaska. Anna Picard is an amoral fixer, an
employee of Agenda 21 member and global financier
Alexis Swanson had trained to help recruit his
corporate army and neutralize his enemies. It is her
job to unleash a global hacker network to help destroy
the carbon based industries and funnel insider-trading
profits to Swanson. One of her recruits is Dr. Sven
Johansson, a brilliant geneticist and President of Snath
Biotechnology, who designs life forms to trap CO2.
But Sven has more ambitious plans. At a UN
conference in the Maldives held to impose draconian
carbon regulations, not everyone is happy, some
industrial executives realize data has been falsified.
To protect her scheme, Anna frames one of the execs
for murder. Her plans are complicated when she falls
in love with Dr. Pete Heyward, the son of the man she
framed for murder. Pete is a US Marine amputee who
sees past her malevolent deeds and tries to
rejuvenate the morality of her youth. After a series of
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genetically modified carbon trapping life forms is
unleashed upon the Earth, Anna must confront the
evils she helped unleash, and prevent an even bigger
disaster from unfolding that would destroy most life
on Earth. This is a high-tech ecological thriller that
takes the reader from the Maldives, to the French
Riviera, and the heartland of Texas. It introduces
cutting edge technologies and concepts, used for the
first time in a novel, that reveal striking implications
for society.

You Are Psychic
Life is never easy but when her family is killed by a
serial killer – one who is never caught – it becomes
almost impossible. As she grows up, Tavi works to
appear normal while hiding in law enforcement,
determined to get answers and if she can – extract
revenge. Jericho is a hunter. Now he’s caught the
scent of an old prey, a serial killer he’s been one step
behind the whole way. Then Jericho catches wind of
the killer’s next victim… Which is none other than a
detective with a little too impressive track record for
getting her man. Only she wants nothing to do with
him. Or his protection. And he can’t leave her alone…
Sparks fly from the first meet – in more ways than
one. But when energy flares it also attracts. And the
killer realizes he can kill two enemies in one swoop.
He’s cleaning up. Turning a new leaf. And wants no
one left alive who can stop him… Psychic,
paranormal, paranormal romance, romance, love
story, Psychic Visions, mystery, serial killer, murder
mystery, thriller, suspense, romantic suspense,
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psychological thriller, dale mayer, USA Today best
selling author, best seller, serial killer, hard boiled,
detective story, crime, FBI, Occult, supernatural,
series, book 10,

Knock Knock (Mystery, Thriller, Romantic
Suspense)
Vote the Incumbent out

Garden of Sorrow
This is the 14th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Childhood dreams can
come true—so can nightmares … Lacey always
dreamed of a trip to Pompeii but never thought it
would happen, until her cousin calls out of the blue,
asking if Lacey would like to replace their
photographer on their archeological dig. Sebastian
wasn’t expecting Lacey to be, well … Lacey. But he’s
intrigued from the start, and then he sees what she
can do— even before she does. As the images of the
past rise in front of Lacey, taxing her artistic ability to
document them, strange events start happening.
Without reason, the atmosphere on the dig shifts to
something supernatural that scares her, intrigues her,
then consumes her. For Sebastian these events all
bring back memories of the worst dig in his life, and
he can see history repeating itself. He needs to stop it
this time. He must protect his team and his friends,
but especially Lacey … before everyone dies—just like
they did last time. The Psychic Vision Series 1.
Tuesday’s Child 2. Hide’n Go Seek 3. Maddy’s Floor 4.
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Garden of Sorrow 5. Knock, Knock… 6. Rare Find 7.
Eyes to the Soul 8. Now You See Her… 9. Shattered
10. Into the Abyss… 11. Seeds of Malice 12. Eye of
the Falcon 13. Itsy Bitsy Spider 14. Unmasked 15.
Deep Beneath 16. From the Ashes

The Carbon Trap
This work is an invitation and guide for young people
to bring the realm of Heaven to earth. As children
discover their identity through the revelation of the
Father's love, they are released to fulfill their Royal
Mission: to demonstrate the Kingdom of God by living
a life of miracles. Each chapter explains and identifies
the inheritance that God's sons and daughters
possess, such as the Father's love, the anointing and
indwelling of the Holy Spirit, faith, prayer, and the
keys of power and authority. This book is not only a
companion for the "journey", but also provides a
meeting place for children to encounter God's
presence that will transform their hearts and lives.

Deep Beneath
Take a step into the light of God's glory. When a
construction worker, Jasper, is involved in a workplace
accident that renders him blind, he begins a journey,
seeing more than he could ever dream possible. After
a near death experience, Jasper is granted a second
chance at life. Awakening in a hospital, he crosses
paths with a company of Seven divine Angels.
Diagnosed to have brain damage, Jasper becomes
ensnared in spiritual warfare between Angels and
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Demons. A specific band of Demons, The Insufferable
Six, try to thwart the good efforts of the Seven Angels
at every turn, but can Jasper be the element to tip the
balance for good or evil? Find out how Seven Celestial
friends help to lead a blind man to prove his worth to
God and ultimately save the planet earth from its
utter demise. May this story stir the heart of every
reader and inspire him or her to lift their attention
skyward in this non-stop action adventure. Open your
wings and soar into the pages of this haloed epic
narrative.

Psychic Visions: Books 1-3
An American finds himself by mistake in Westminster
Cathedral where he is shocked by an encounter with
Michael the Archangel. He has been granted sole
interview rights. Over the course of several days he
interviews Michael and receives a first hand account
of the great spiritual battle between Jesus and Satan:
the fall from heaven, the temptation in the
wilderness, the death and resurrection of the Messiah.
Woven throughout the story is the page turning
account of a young Irish woman engaged in an
intense spiritual battle for her soul. Everything
converges to a climax on Easter morning. The novel
depicts the interactions of angels and demons in the
course of everyday life and the dramatic battle that
exists for every soul that has ever lived.

Tuesday's Child
What she doesn't wantis exactly what he needs.
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Shunned and ridiculed all her life for something she
can't control, Samantha Blair hides her psychic
abilities and lives on the fringes of society. Against
her will, however, she's tapped into a killer--or rather,
his victims. Each woman's murder, blow-by-blow,
ravages her mind until their death releases her back
to her body. Sam knows she must go to the
authorities, but will the rugged, no-nonsense
detective in charge of tracking down the killer believe
her? Detective Brandt Sutherland only trusts hard
evidence, yet Sam's visions offer clues he needs to
catch a killer. The more he learns about her incredible
abilities, however, the clearer it becomes that Sam's
visions have put her in the killer's line of fire. Now
Brandt must save her from something he cannot see
or understandand risk losing his heart in the process.
As danger and desire collide, passion raises the
stakes in a game Sam and Brandt don't dare lose.

Hide 'n Go Seek
The Diary of a Nobody is an English comic novel that
records the daily events in the lives of a London clerk,
Charles Pooter, his wife Carrie, his son Lupin, and
numerous friends and acquaintances over a period of
15 months.

Jasper and the Shelter of Angels
This is the 11th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Shunned by her
friends, betrayed by her lover, charged with murder.
Rinse, repeat… After being acquitted of murder,
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botanist Fern Geller tells herself she's turning her
back on the past. She intends to learn everything she
can about poisonous plants by completing a sixmonth contract at the Garden of Death. Only then
does she find the answer she seeks. But, when she
returns to the conservatory where the first murder
took place, she discovers the new boss is missing and
several others are dead. Fern is once again the chief
suspect. FBI agent London Behring should know best
that appearances can be deceptive…and deadly. Fern
is as beautiful as an angel, and just as gentle. He can
hardly believe someone would accuse her of murder.
The first set of murder charges against her had been
dismissed. The question is, why would she come back
to the scene of the crime – at the very moment she
would fall under suspicion a second time? Does she
possess the seeds of malice that would be required to
walk away after committing so many crimes? The one
thing London knows he needs to do is keep his guard
up at all times while he finds out the truth. Fern's
charm could prove to be the very lure that's
impossible for him to resist. The Psychic Vision Series
1. Tuesday’s Child 2. Hide’n Go Seek 3. Maddy’s Floor
4. Garden of Sorrow 5. Knock, Knock… 6. Rare Find 7.
Eyes to the Soul 8. Now You See Her… 9. Shattered
10. Into the Abyss… 11. Seeds of Malice 12. Eye of
the Falcon 13. Itsy Bitsy Spider 14. Unmasked 15.
Deep Beneath 16. From the Ashes

Seeds of Malice
Psychic twins with special talents meet two thieves,
two Taniwha, and one pretty reporter as they
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experience the adventure of a lifetime On a
prospecting holiday, brothers Jason and Levi discover
an ancient supernatural creature, a Taniwha named
Otanewainuku, who gives them 'humming stones' in
exchange for their silence about its treasure. They
also cross paths with two thieves. Their supernatural
abilities to find hidden gems and precious metals help
them find the stolen goods and turn them in to the
police-twice. But when they meet reporter Abby
Hennessy, her story on their good deed attracts the
wrong kind of attention. When the thieves capture
Jason to use his talents, Levi has to rely on their
psychic link to guide the police while not revealing
their powers. Abby wants to help, and she and Levi
search for the thieves, not knowing that Jason is going
to use the 'humming stones' to call on another
Taniwha for help

Into the Light
This is the 16th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Born and raised in a
cult with a fanatical father who believed she was
destined for greater things, Phoenix endured a
childhood of pain and torment. Not only was her
father preparing her for the future he saw, he hated
that she was stronger, better than he was. When
she’s finally rescued, her life slowly improves, but still
her past hinders her future. Her father has gifted her
with one special note, written on a material she has
yet to destroy. In order to get rid of it forever, she
travels to Iceland to her father’s hometown to visit a
fissure of lava that opens every summer. Surely the
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material will burn in the lava? And she can then be rid
of her father and the special note forever … Detective
Rowan Einar hates when the damn fissure opens as it
always signifies the suicide season—a despicable time
of year where people travel to his small corner of the
world to end their lives. When a waif shows up with
huge eyes and scars, both external and internal, he
wants to ensure she won’t be the next suicide in
town. But, when he hears her story, he wonders what
is going on … Then the deaths begin, … and he
witnesses the visions and energies that he’s always
been able to see have now merged with Phoenix’s
energies, making the two of them stronger and more
powerful. What they see though is even more
terrifying … The Psychic Vision Series 1. Tuesday’s
Child 2. Hide’n Go Seek 3. Maddy’s Floor 4. Garden of
Sorrow 5. Knock, Knock… 6. Rare Find 7. Eyes to the
Soul 8. Now You See Her… 9. Shattered 10. Into the
Abyss… 11. Seeds of Malice 12. Eye of the Falcon 13.
Itsy Bitsy Spider 14. Unmasked 15. Deep Beneath 16.
From the Ashes

Maddy's Floor
Book 1 of 3- A contemporary fiction novel that
touches on many different genres- fantasy, suspense,
historical and more. Great for YA/Adult readers. This
book is filled with thought provoking imagery that will
change your view of people in your life. Books 2 & 3
to be released soon. If you had the ability to change
someone's fate would you? Excerpt: Vivid dreams
plagued me throughout the night; I could only vaguely
remember the earlier ones, but the last nightmare
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had woken me abruptly this morning leaving me
gasping for air. It had started simply enough, I was
walking through a long meadow, my hands
outstretched, brushing the waist high grass. The sun
was warm on my face. It was summertime, and I wore
a thin blue cotton dress adorned with tiny white
flowers, wide straps across my shoulders, the material
tickling my calves. My hair was long and caught in a
warm breeze, the chocolate brown tendrils spinning
like a kite tail behind me. Gabriel materialized in the
field, his blue eyes matching the bright sky. His smile
was mesmerizing, his skin glowing. It was a radiant
shine that brightened the day even more. He wore
brown pants and a plain white cotton shirt with no
collar that was open at the throat as if the clothes
were from a different time. When I noticed him, his
hands reached for me. I started towards his direction,
slowly at first and then picking up speed. The grass
swished around me, and it was soft under my bare
feet. The faster I went the further away he was. He
encouraged me, "Run, Jenna." I smiled and tried to
sprint. My foot became tangled in the grass, and I
spilled forward, twisting, and the meadow cushioned
my fall. He was beside me in an instant, catching my
head before it hit the earth. His right hand grabbed
mine, clutching it to his chest in a tender embrace.
Gabriel's face was over the top of mine, a concerned
worry pulling his mouth into a frown. I dissolved into a
fit of giggles, and he laughed with me. He stared at
me with such a longing; I shivered even now.
Gabriel's expression became serious, and before I
could question him, he kissed me. I relished his warm
lips as they push against mine, capturing the moment
like a photograph in my head. He pressed harder and
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then pulled away quickly. When I opened my eyes his
gaze was still upon me, but his features were now
dark, and his crystal irises clouded with worry. He
whispered, "Run, Jenna." Suddenly I found the pasture
empty; Gabriel was nowhere in sight and in my hand
there was a strange coin. Frightened, I tried to shout
for him, but I couldn't form any words. The green
grass suddenly faded to grey and then to bare dirt.
Surveying my surroundings, I was shocked to find that
I was in the middle of a cemetery with tombstones
sticking at awkward angles out of the ground. A
scream froze in my throat as I stumbled to my feet.
My dress was dirty, and my feet caked with soil. I
stumbled along, angry raindrops falling from a
threatening sky. The field was filled with hundreds of
memorials, and I ran, weaving between them, careful
not to touch a single granite stone. Ahead of me was
a large tree, thick and black, ominous. Under it, I
could barely make out a figure in the pouring rain. As
I got closer, I swore it was my father's stature, facing
away from me. I moved towards it, trying to make it
to safety as lightning cracked overhead. Mud flung
from my feet, leaving spotted dots on my dress but I
didn't care. My slick, dirty hand grasped the token,
my hair now soaked. I came to stop outside of the
perimeter of the tree, a distinct line between wet and
dry, like a waterfall with shelter behind it. I stood
trembling, the rain coming down in sheets, the body
just out of reach. I took a breath and reached through
the water curtain touching the person's arm. As they
turned, I gasped

The Month of June
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Word Queen
"He Walks with Dragons" takes place when what was,
what is, and what shall be were one in the same.
Draig, a boy on the verge of his manhood, is
summoned to the majestic mountain by the Great
Ones. There he finds out he is about to transcend the
ages and risk his life to prevent the destruction of
mankind. Born into the naïve innocence of ancient
man, Draig lives a simple pastoral existence in a
quiet, small village. But one day he is flung on a
magical journey into a forbidden new world. There,
Draconos, a dragon, befriends the boy, training him in
the art of warfare. From this day forward, the young
boy finds himself in awe at the wonders the world
holds for him. Not only has Draig become a man, but
he is living like a dragon and learning their mystical
powers. “From the time Man first crawled upon this
earth…we found him worthy to take his rightful place
among the creatures that walk upon the earth. While
hiding in the shadows, we have protected him. We
have nurtured him all these many ages. But now man
grows in great numbers and makes war on everything
he sees.” And when the time comes, will Draig be
willing to lay down his life for the sake of saving the
dragons? And when the dragons are gone, where will
he go? He is no longer just a man.

Garden of Sorrow
Chess Workbook for Children is a fun, comprehensive
workbook and instruction book for children (and
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adults) who are new to chess or who are in the
beginning stages of learning to play the royal game.
Two hundred problems with a comprehensive answer
key are given at two skill levels: Basset Hound
(beginner) and Chess Detective (intermediate). The
book has large print and is easy to read and
understand.

Unmasked
Her world is in chaos. His world is in order. She wants
to help the innocent. He wants to catch the guilty. But
someone is trying to make sure that neither gets what
they want. Alexis Gordon has spent the last year
trying to get over the loss of her sister. Then she goes
to work on a normal dayand reality as she knows
itdisappears. Detective Kevin Sutherland, armed with
his own psychic abilities, recognizes her gift and calls
in his friend Stefan Kronos, a psychic artist and law
enforcement consultant, to help her develop her
skills. But Kevin has never seen anything like this
case - a killer with a personal vendetta to stop Alexis
from finding out more about himand his long dead
victims. The killer can be stopped. He must be
stopped. But he's planning on survivingeven after
death.

Into the Abyss (Mystery, Thriller,
Romantic Suspense)
"YOU ARE PSYCHIC" has been hailed as “the psychic’s
bible” and has put tens of thousands of readers on
the fast track to accessing and controlling their
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clairvoyant and healing abilities. In this 2015 revised
edition by Living Dreams Press, "You Are Psychic"
continues to open the eyes of readers and reverse the
“blindness” of those cut off from their greatest gifts of
in-sight and healing. Topics covered include: psychic
readings, Clairvoyant healing methods,
communicating with your creator and your guides,
Transformation, psychic protection techniques and
the business of spirituality. This book will take your
abilities to levels never imagined and facilitate your
profound transformation into empowerment and living
the life you were meant to live. The first edition of You
are Psychic: The Art of Clairvoyant Reading and
Healing was published by Llewelyn Worldwide in 2004
and was received with extraordinary acclaim and sold
tens of thousands of copies across the globe. This
improved edition has been updated to reflect the
changing times of having a successful intuitive
guiding business in a more technologically advanced
world. It incorporates extraordinary insights of the
author, whom has been conducting clairvoyant
readings, trainings and mentoring sessions for
thousands of clients and budding psychics for two
decades. She has also collaborated with the top
psychic researchers and remote viewers to conduct
scientific studies, serving both as scientist and
subject. In this edition, she fine-tunes techniques
based upon those endeavors. One of the greatest
values this book has is its normalizing and comforting
effect: by sharing intimate details of her own readings
along with step by step techniques, she catalyzes
“breakthrough” experiences that changes lives for the
better and shows readers that clairvoyance is fun,
numinous and enlightening. Perhaps most
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importantly, those who experiment with the material
in this book will gain immediate awareness of the
profound connection all beings have with each other.

Conscious Parenting
This is the 7th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Even when a person
can see something, it doesn't necessarily mean he
should look… Celina Wilton is technically blind, but,
given the alternative of being dead instead, she's
learned how to adapt to a condition she finds far from
ideal. Leader of a community of psychics, Stefan
Kronos is often asked by the police to help out on
special cases where his unique abilities assist with
investigations. When he's called upon to consult on a
case, Celina falls squarely on his radar. For a long
time, he's wanted to get to know Celina better, and
the only reason he's gotten as far as he has around
her walls is by proceeding in unusual ways. He's had
to cautiously watch his every step…and now, in order
to protect her, he has to watch hers as well. But, to
unravel the threads tangling their lives with a vicious
killer, Celina will need to trust Stefan enough to let
him inside her barriers. This stalker is like none other
Stefan has encountered. Before long, he realizes he's
not the only one with eyes into Celina's soul… The
Psychic Vision Series 1. Tuesday’s Child 2. Hide’n Go
Seek 3. Maddy’s Floor 4. Garden of Sorrow 5. Knock,
Knock… 6. Rare Find 7. Eyes to the Soul 8. Now You
See Her… 9. Shattered 10. Into the Abyss… 11. Seeds
of Malice 12. Eye of the Falcon 13. Itsy Bitsy Spider
14. Unmasked 15. Deep Beneath 16. From the Ashes
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mystery, thriller, romantic suspense

Chess Workbook for Children
This is the 15th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. You might think you
know what lurks below, … but do you really? A
kayaking incident off Seattle’s shores sends Whimsy
into a coma, where her nightmares are a revolving
repeat of her drowning. She wakes to life on an
isolated island, involving her strange savior, two dogs
with unique identities, and voices, sounds, emotions
that aren’t hers alone. To a mystery that makes no
sense … Samson heard the cry to save the woman
washed onto his shores, and the dogs were already on
the job before he arrived. But he had no idea how
much impact this woman would make in his life … and
his brother’s. However, the mystery is so much bigger
than him and her … Plus another element is involved.
A research group has been illegally conducting tests
on the tectonic plates, … with unexpected
consequences … deep beneath. The Psychic Vision
Series 1. Tuesday’s Child 2. Hide’n Go Seek 3.
Maddy’s Floor 4. Garden of Sorrow 5. Knock, Knock…
6. Rare Find 7. Eyes to the Soul 8. Now You See Her…
9. Shattered 10. Into the Abyss… 11. Seeds of Malice
12. Eye of the Falcon 13. Itsy Bitsy Spider 14.
Unmasked 15. Deep Beneath 16. From the Ashes

His Vision of Her
This is the 1st Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. What she doesn't
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wantis exactly what he needs. Shunned and ridiculed
all her life for something she can't control, Samantha
Blair hides her psychic abilities and lives on the
fringes of society. Against her will, however, she's
tapped into a killer-or rather, his victims. Each
woman's murder, blow-by-blow, ravages her mind
until their death releases her back to her body. Sam
knows she must go to the authorities, but will the
rugged, no-nonsense detective in charge of tracking
down the killer believe her? Detective Brandt
Sutherland only trusts hard evidence, yet Sam's
visions offer clues he needs to catch a killer. The
more he learns about her incredible abilities,
however, the clearer it becomes that Sam's visions
have put her in the killer's line of fire. Now Brandt
must save her from something he cannot see or
understandand risk losing his heart in the process. As
danger and desire collide, passion raises the stakes in
a game Sam and Brandt don't dare lose. The Psychic
Vision Series 1.Tuesday's Child 2.Hide'n Go Seek
3.Maddy's Floor 4.Garden of Sorrow 5.Knock, Knock
6.Rare Find 7.Eyes to the Soul 8.Now You See Her
9.Shattered 10.Into the Abyss 11.Seeds of Malice
12.Eye of the Falcon 13.Itsy Bitsy Spider
14.Unmasked 15.Deep Beneath 16.From the Ashes

From the Ashes
There's no best-by date for revenge. Wealthy and
beautiful Shay Lassiter runs a prestigious foundation,
but her connections and resources were worthless
when her fiancé tried to murder her. Now, she's
guarding her heart and using her knack for reading
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people's intentions - both good and evil - to guide her.
But when the foundation's clients start dying, she
must turn to the new man in her lifeone who's giving
her mixed signals. Computer specialist and ex-cop
Roman Chandler has a secret. It involves Shay and
could ruin the fragile relationship he's building with
her. Though he can't tell her the truth, he needs to
convince her to trust him. He fears that whoever is
behind this is about to turn his vengeance on Shay
And vengeance can be deadly. Psychic, paranormal,
paranormal romance, romance, love story, Psychic
Visions, mystery, serial killer, murder mystery, thriller,
suspense, romantic suspense, psychological thriller,
dale mayer, USA Today best selling author, best
seller, serial killer, hard boiled, detective story, crime,
FBI, Occult, supernatural, series, book 5,

Coloring to Relax, a Mother and Child
Coloring Book
This is the 7th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Even when a person
can see something, it doesn't necessarily mean he
should lookCelina Wilton is technically blind, but,
given the alternative of being dead instead, she's
learned how to adapt to a condition she finds far from
ideal.Leader of a community of psychics, Stefan
Kronos is often asked by the police to help out on
special cases where his unique abilities assist with
investigations. When he's called upon to consult on a
case, Celina falls squarely on his radar. For a long
time, he's wanted to get to know Celina better, and
the only reason he's gotten as far as he has around
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her walls is by proceeding in unusual ways. He's had
to cautiously watch his every stepand now, in order to
protect her, he has to watch hers as well.But, to
unravel the threads tangling their lives with a vicious
killer, Celina will need to trust Stefan enough to let
him inside her barriers.This stalker is like none other
Stefan has encountered. Before long, he realizes he's
not the only one with eyes into Celina's soulThe
Psychic Vision Series 1.Tuesday's Child 2.Hide'n Go
Seek 3.Maddy's Floor 4.Garden of Sorrow 5.Knock,
Knock 6.Rare Find 7.Eyes to the Soul 8.Now You See
Her 9.Shattered 10.Into the Abyss 11.Seeds of Malice
12.Eye of the Falcon 13.Itsy Bitsy Spider
14.Unmasked 15.Deep Beneath 16.From the Ashes

Here Comes Heaven!
A twisted game of Hide'n Go Seek forces an unlikely
alliance between a no-nonsense FBI agent and a
search-and-rescue worker. Celebrated search-andrescue worker Kali Jordon has hidden her psychic
abilities by crediting her canine partner Shiloh with
the recoveries. But Kali knows the grim truth. The
Sight that she inherited from her grandmother allows
her to trace violent energy unerringly to victims of
murder. No one knows her secret until a twisted killer
challenges her to a deadly game of Hide'n Go Seek
that threatens those closest to her. Now she must rely
on FBI Special Agent Grant Summers, a man who has
sworn to protect her, even as he suspects there's
more to Kali and Shiloh than meets the eye. As the
killer draws a tighter and tighter circle around Kali,
she and Grant find there's no place to hide from
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themselves. Are her visions the key to finding the
latest victim alive or will this twisted game of Hide'n
Go Seek cost hereverything?

Rare Find
AN INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE CHILDREN WILL NOT
FORGET! Word Queen Book Two features three
stories: digraphs (th, sh, ch-tch, wh, ph, gh), QU, and
oo, ou, ow, ue, ui, ew. The Word Queen is a
mysteriously, irresistible character that ingrains the
endless rules of decoding the English language into
the minds of children. This exciting reading program,
created by a National Board Certified teacher, instills
the ability to read into kindergarten thru second
grade students. Since only about 10% of text can be
decoded using the basic 26 letter sounds of the
alphabet, this is a much needed program in education
today. It is easily implemented and designed to
accommodate the time constraints of teachers. The
Word Queen engages children holistically through real
life interactions and creates an enthusiasm and
eagerness to learn! Teachers say: "The kids are so
excited, they don't even realize they are learning!"

Behind the Masque
This is the first three books of the best selling Psychic
Vision series bundled together into one volume. This
is a paranormal romantic suspense/thriller series.

He Walks with Dragons
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Intelligence Review is a monthly publication of Centre
for Study of Intelligence Operations dealing with
security and intelligence issues

A Taste of Gold
In a world where reproduction is strictly controlled,
they are society's rejects. Unwanted and unloved,
they are raised to age twelve, then taken beyond the
Boundary and left to fend for themselves, to survive
or perish. Wild Children is a story of abandonment
and survival, of hope and determination, and of a love
that refused to die.

Wild Children
Can you guess whose babies these animals are?
Coloring will not only help with object and theme
recognition, it is also an activity that will boost
knowledge in colors, lines, shapes, forms and
perspectives too. It is a fun exercise that kids of any
age would be delighted to do. Plus, this coloring book
is lightweight and compact so you can carry it with
you anywhere you go.

Just In Time
This is the 8th Psychic Visions Novel from USA Today
Bestselling author Dale Mayer. Energy is the life-force
of inherent goodand the vigor of unnatural evil. Which
is stronger?When she was young, Tia was forced into
a prison, studied and tortured, because of her special
talent. The chance for escape led her to run as far
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away as she couldbut she quickly discovered there is
nowhere she can hide that they can't find her. Stefan
Kronos, a psychic who's formed a community of those
like her, is the only person she believes can help her.
When she begs him to help her, she awakens from a
coma six weeks later. Her problems have only just
begun, chief among them that she's still being
hunted.Now you see herDean is moonlighting as a
guard at the hospital Tia finds herself in upon rousing
from unconsciousness. Between a rock and a hard
place, Dean has met Tia, a woman he can't forgetand
equally can't believe the insane things she's telling
him - until there's absolutely no other choice. What's
at stake becomes only too clear when Tia's problems
become Dean's, entwining them so neither knows
where one stops and the other starts. If she runs
again, how can he find someone of her unbelievable
talents?Now you don'tThe Psychic Vision Series
1.Tuesday's Child 2.Hide'n Go Seek 3.Maddy's Floor
4.Garden of Sorrow 5.Knock, Knock 6.Rare Find 7.Eyes
to the Soul 8.Now You See Her 9.Shattered 10.Into the
Abyss 11.Seeds of Malice 12.Eye of the Falcon 13.Itsy
Bitsy Spider 14.Unmasked 15.Deep Beneath 16.From
the Ashes
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